
 

Attendees: 

Chairman: Alex Lemoyne 

Secretary: Edwin Devey 

Treasurer: Lesley Snell 

GWCA: Martin Reitstätter 

GWCBY: Helen Zelezinskaya 

GWMCB: Mark Vanderborght 

GWCBG: Ivaylo Stefanov 

GWCCZ: Gabriela Pospíšilová 

GWCDK: Ejvind Madsen 

GWCF: Krister Illman 

FGWCF: Marie-Anne Houbion 

GWFD: Helmut Robatzek 

GWOCGB: Bob Simpson 

GWCH: Charles van den Nieuwenhuijsen 

GWCHU: József Nagy 

GWOCI: Marian Reynolds 

GWCI: Philippe Aubineau 

GWCLV: Marks Puhalskis 

GWCL: Henri Schmit 

GWCN: Sidsel Hveberg 

GWCPL: Tomasz Tauroginski 

GWCP: Maria Pais 

FGWCR: Marta Kondrat 

GWSLO: Mateja Rokvič 

GWAE: Pedro Caldeira 

GWCS: Tomas Johansson 

GWCCH: Ithamar Woerlen 

GWCTR: Faiz Koprulu 

GWCUA: Stefan Gorelik 

Guest: Harm van Eerten 

 

Start of the meeting: 10:05 

 

1. Opening and introduction 

The Chairman welcomes everybody to the first GWEF zoom meeting. 
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2. Previous minutes 

There were no remarks about the previous minutes. 

3. Approval previous minutes 

The previous minutes were approved by 22 members of the committee. 

There was also 1 No vote and 1 abstention. 

4. Chairman’s report 

This will be my last official meeting as Chairman of GWEF. Due to health reasons it is no longer possible for me to act 

as Chairman. 

Since our last meeting in Luxembourg, a lot of things have changed in the world. 

Unfortunately also GWEF was influenced by these facts. Due to the political events it was necessary to delete 2 

member clubs as full member of the association. 

Hopefully the world situation will stabilize as soon as possible and will we be able to return to a normal situation, 

meaning International Friendship amongst Goldwingers. 

5. Secretary’s report 

I am happy to see that all GWEF clubs are represented at the first official Zoom GWEF meeting.  

After 2 years of corona, I hope that everything will normalize again next year so that we can fully enjoy our passion 

again.  Unfortunately, the Russian president has decided to invade Ukraine with terrible consequences. The GWEF 

constitution dos not allow us to participate in politics or religion. But because the pressure to do so was raised by 

many GWEF clubs. Did I as GWEF Secretary, and in consultation with GWCUA, FGWCR and GWCBY exceptionally 

come to a agreement. Being that GWCBY and FGWCR are temporarily suspended until further notice.  I would like to 

thank the 3 clubs concerned for their cooperation.  

As this is my last meeting in the position of GWEF Secretary, I would like to thank everyone for the many years of 

trust and cooperation shown to me as GWEF Secretary. 

6. Treasurer’s report 

The verified accounts were distributed to all the International Reps two weeks prior to the meeting.  

The treasurer reported that the cost of producing the Membership Cards have been reduced due to being produced 

in house by Harm. However, the cost will fluctuate slightly from year to year due to the purchasing of ink when it is 

required. 

7. Financial report 2021 

The opening balance for the current account was € 8194.43, but the closing balance was €5103.91. This shortfall is 

due to paying our lawyers € 6134.70 which finally saw the end of the court case with Drinias. 

The treasurer asked the International Reps if they had any questions on the accounts, but there were none. 

The treasurer then informed the meeting that if Harm is elected as Secretary, a new verifier will be needed. The 

International Reps were asked if they could ask their members if anyone would be willing to do the job. 

8. Election Secretary candidate Harm van Eerten (NL) 

Number of votes: 23 in favour, 1 abstention. 

Harm will be secretary until 2024. 

9. Election Treasurer candidate Lesley Snell (GB) 

Number of votes: 24 in favour. 

Lesley will be treasurer until 2023. 

  



10. Election Chairman candidate Edwin Devey (B) 

Number of votes: 22 in favour, 2 abstentions 

Edwin will be chairman until 2025. 

As Alex’s function as Chairman is coming to an end, he wishes to thank everybody for the good cooperation during 

the years that he held this function. 

He passes the meeting on to the new Chairman and Secretary. 

11. GWEF Anniversary Treffen 2023 

GWOCGB is candidate to organize this. He has a venue that will accommodate 200 motorhomes and 800 tents. 

GWCTR also offers to organise it.  

As was done in Slovenia, the organizing country will have the income of the treffen, GWEF will get a percentage. 

The time is very short to choose which country should do it. 

Martin suggests that maybe it is not wise to have an anniversary treffen next year.  

Charles suggests that GB and TUR prepare some info in 6 to 8 weeks. 

After some further discussion, it was decided that GWOCGB and GWCTR will prepare info for the next IR meeting. 

12. Info first only to interreps, than GWEF website and Facebook (GWCH) 

Charles explains  that interreps should be informed first on changes on the agenda. He does not like to read 

cancellations or othere changes on Facebook without being informed first by the responsible interrep first. He wants 

the interreps to be informed first, after that facebook. Helmut agrees. 

It is decided that informing GWEF (by email) will be done first, and 24 hours later it can be published on social media. 

13. Nomination for Honorary Life GWEF Membership for Martin Reitstätter (GWEF Officers) 

Martin has been the interrep of the GWCA for over 25 years. Also he started the GWEF website and has done very 

much for GWEF in the past years. It was voted with 22 in favour, 1 abstention and 0 votes against. 

14. Stopping the Honorary Life GWEF membership for Mr. Peter Ware (Secretary) 

Peter Ware is not a member of any GWEF club anymore. According to the constitution, he is also not an honorary 

member anymore. The common feeling is the paragraph is wrong: Life should be life. This calls for a change of the 

constitution, which will be on the agenda for next meeting. For Peter the situation will remain as is for the mean 

time. 

15. GWEF STA 2022 only patches (GWCA) 

Last meeting it was decided not to give out the STA because of the many cancellations (25%). A discussion follows. 

It’s decided to keep as is. Results vote for change: 3 in favour, 21 against.  

16. Vote to approve Calendar 2024 (Secretary) 

GWCBY asks what will happen, situation is unclear now.  

Answer: The weekend of week 23 will be a free weekend. Bulgaria will start on 4-9.  

Vote: 22 in favour, 2 against. 

17. GWEF cards for passengers (Secretary) 

In the past years more and more clubs order GWEF cards for passengers. This was supposed to be discussed some 

meetings ago, but health issues and Covid interfered. According to our rules, the GWEF card is for GoldWing driving 

members. After some discussion, it was decided not to print GWEF cards for passengers any more.  

18. 2nd GWEF Meeting 2022 (Secretary) 

The meeting in person was planned on the GWEF Treffen of GWCUA. Because of the situation in Ukraine, this is no 

option. GWCTR, GWFD and GWOCGB offer to organise the meeting. If the meeting would be held in Great Britain, it 

would be a good opportunity to see the proposed venue for the GWEF treffen in 2023. Last option was another 

ZOOM meeting. 

Outcome: we will have a ZOOM-meeting on Saturday 3 September 2022. 



19. Any other business 

GWCTR: Faiz has a question about the vignette in Slovenia. If your vehicle has a track width of more than 50cm, you 

have to buy a car vignette. 

GWOCGB: Bob states there was no information about the Iberian meeting. Pedro explains that the new committee 

was just elected.  

About the treffen of GWCBG: once the flyer was posted, there is nothing about the motorhomes on the flyer. 

Treffen GWCTR: If you want to go into the hotel, you have to pay € 25,00 per person. Faiz explains its only if you 

want to eat and drink there. 

Question for Italy. Are there 2 campsites? No, there is one campsite at the treffen location, and a separate space for 

mobile homes. There is an agreement with another campsite which has better services. 

GWCPL: Tomasz sent mail about the challenge. Edwin explains the interreps only have to send the names of the 

people who completed the challenge to the secretary who will send out the patches.  

GWAE: Pedro asks if the photo challenge gives an extra stamp and a special patch. He asks about the name of the 

anniversary treffen. 

Pedro asks if electricity is available on the Italian treffen site. Answer: Yes, for medical purposes. 

GWCH: Charles invites everyone to the Dutch Treffen. He asks about the price giving calculation. 

GWCUA: Stefan has a text from some members that join the UA army. He reads it out loud. He thanks all attendees 

for their support. We are improving from meeting to meeting. He is proud to be a member of GWCUA and liked to 

see us all. 

GWSLO: Mateja ask for some more clarification about the photo challenge. Who gives the stamp.  

GWFD: Helmut asks about the camp possibilities on the Italian treffen. Phillippe explains there are camping 

possibilities on the treffen site, bu if you want better camping, you can go to a better camping which is also arranged 

but further away. 

As soon as there is more information about the GWFD treffen, he will share it. 

GWCF: Krister states the Finnish treffen is quite isolated as the treffens in Sweden and Norway are cancelled. As 

there will be an MotorGP contest in Finland one week before the treffen, it still can be very interesting to come. Feel 

free to inform. It’s possible to come earlier. 

GWCN: Sidsel says it’s nice to see everybody again. She explains what happened in the GWCN. There will be a 

member meeting in June, where a committee will be chosen. There was no other choice than to cancel the treffen. 

At the original date of the GWCN GWEF treffen now there will be a national treffen, but everybody will be welcome. 

For Stefan: she works at the welcome centre for Ukrainian people.  

GWCI: Phillipe ask about the use of GWEF committee signature under the website article about the probational 

status of FGWCR and GWCBY. “Committee and board of GWEF” should be “Board of GWEF and clubs of Ukraine, 

Belarus and Russia”. Harm changed it instantly.  

20. End of meeting 

Edwin closes the meeting and thanks everybody for attending. 


